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Any hedge fund managers who were unsure of the 
power of technology and the ability to work effi-
ciently using virtual media have most likely been 

converted over the course of the last year. 2020 was a 
spectacular proof of concept that remote working and out-
sourcing can facilitate business processes and support 
managers in achieving their objectives.

A survey by KPMG and the Alternative Investment 
Managers Association (AIMA) finds an overwhelming 71 
percent of respondents agree the current experience of 
working remotely convinced them they could achieve better 
cost efficiencies if they outsource some of their operations. 

The move to delegate functions to third parties is also 
being driven by a desire to move to a variable cost envi-
ronment. This, according to 62 percent of respondents, can 
enable more flexibility in changing AuM environments. 

This ecosystem of service providers has been brought 
into the foreground as managers sought additional support 
to ensure a smooth transition to remote working and help 
hasten the move to digitisation and automation.

Hedgeweek celebrates the firms which have excelled 
in this space, taking on the minutiae of day-to-day tasks 
or providing technology solutions to assist managers in 
generate the best returns for their investors.

Bhas Nalabothula, head of European institutional rates at 
Tradeweb comments on the year past: “The word ‘unprec-
edented’ has been used a myriad of times to describe 
the year 2020. Not for lack of imagination, but because 
it genuinely captures a period that made us re-invent the 
way we think and operate. This was particularly true for 
financial services, where technology proved to be indis-
pensable in keeping individuals and firms connected during 
the pandemic crisis. As a company, we moved fast to a 
virtual working environment without any disruption to our 
operations or services.” Tradeweb was voted this year’s 
Best Trading and Execution Platform.

“Most businesses that adopt a digital platform of some 
kind would have found the move from “office” to “home” 
relatively seamless. However no-one would have envis-
aged working from home from such a lengthy period of 
time,” notes Tom Woollard, managing partner and head 
of Europe,at Edge Technology Group. The firm won Best 
Cloud Services Provider. “Digital platforms were there-
fore adapted to enhance the use of unified collaboration 
through messaging, conferencing, and video functionality, 
to allow staff to operate in as close to normal operating 
conditions as they had typically done so in the past. 

From a technology perspective, fund managers are 
becoming increasingly demanding of their vendors. Dr. 
Elliot Banks, chief product officer, BMLL Technologies, 
this year’s Best Data Science Solution Provider, outlines: 
“Utilising vast data sets presents new resource and cost 
challenges, and the buy-side community is having to invest 
time and resource to achieve performance and predicta-
bility. Firms are increasingly turning to buying-in data and 
analytics capabilities. BMLL is also seeing growth in the 
uptake of Level 3 data for strategy backtesting to drive 
alpha generation and model validation. 

 “Budget allocations for third-party data are rising 
accordingly. Further, there is a growth in demand from cli-
ents for length of history, and the quantum of data now 
available to those who have it is putting those who don’t 
at a disadvantage.”

In fact, the aforementioned survey finds in EMEA, 86 
percent of firms included in the study are investing more in 
improving the business’ digital infrastructure/IT capabilities. 
Around half are also re-evaluating their firm’s cloud strat-
egy (51 percent) and investing in cybersecurity (49 percent).

George Ralph, global managing director and CRO of 
RFA, winner of the Best Cybersecurity Provider award, 
outlines: “In today’s environment, the key trend continues 
around how we manage data. As more and more people 
get involved in their data journey, they will discover more 
anomalies in the patterns of their behaviour as a business, 
how they operate and also the functions of the business, 
leading to a desire to embrace digitisation to improve visi-
bility and performance.”

Jack Seibald, managing director and global co-head of 
prime brokerage & outsourced trading, at Cowen, winner of 
the Best Outsourced Trading Solution Provider award, reflects: 
“As the global economy slowly comes out of the pandemic 
induced coma, populations receive vaccinations and resume 
some more normal level of activity, there will again be a 
period of significant outperformance/underperformance for 
sectors of the economy and markets, and investors will again 
start to contemplate the timing of the end of monetary accom-
modation. As this occurs, hedge fund managers will again 
have an opportunity to deliver idiosyncratic returns.” 

In the words of Justin Sycamore, director of sales, 
EMEA, SS&C Eze, winner of Best Cloud Based Technology, 
highlights: “The year ahead is sure to bring new challenges 
of its own, but hedge funds have proven their value in 
this climate and not only adapted, but in many instances, 
thrived.” n

Proof of concept
By A. Paris
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The past year has witnessed a growing acceptance of 
outsourced trading as a credible alternative solution 
by investment managers. As a result of the global 

pandemic, larger players acknowledged that working with 
traders remotely works well, which in turn opened the door 
to the outsourced solution.

In fact, Jack Seibald, managing director and global 
co-head, prime brokerage & outsourced trading, Cowen, 
comments: “We identified opportunities to deliver our 
services to larger and more established investment man-
agement firms, hedge funds and traditional long only 
managers. Hedge fund managers, conscious of the need to 
generate idiosyncratic returns, are focusing their attention 
on security selection and portfolio management. In doing 
so, they’re also becoming more mindful of the credible 
outsourced solutions available to them for all of the non-in-
vestment related functions of their businesses. 

“We see the engagement with such outsourced solu-
tions providers as an integral part of the hedge fund and 
investment management industry’s future. It’s allowing 
managers to leverage the expertise and infrastructure that 
such providers possess, while at the same time being able 
to focus principally on their portfolios. To us this is quite 
evident in our outsourced trading business and the con-
tinued rapid growth we’re experiencing in our client base 
round the globe.”

Despite the broader challenges, 2020 was a year which 
saw hedge funds prove themselves. “The many dislo-
cations that followed the pandemic created investment 
opportunities for active managers. As an asset class, 
hedge funds provided their investors with downside pro-
tection during the depths of the market crises in the first 
quarter of last year. Then they went on to deliver significant 
returns in the months that followed, as managers identified 
sector and security specific opportunities, both on the long 
and short sides,” Seibald outlines.

From a business development perspective, Cowen 
launched and initiated the rollout of outsourced trading 
solutions in foreign currencies and credit instruments over 
the past year: “We committed to these asset classes. We 
identified opportunities to provide these solutions through dis-
cussions we engaged in with many investment management 
firms, and found a significant vacuum in the market place.”

The firm first introduced its FX solution in the first half 
of 2020. This project has now ramped up with a team of 
10 traders and trade support staff that follows the markets 
around the clock. “This business is well on its way to con-
tributing its budgeted first full-year of revenues and profits,” 
Seibald states.

The fixed income offer came together more recently as 
Cowen hired an industry veteran with both trading and trad-
ing technology experience in the credit markets to harness 
the firm’s fixed income resources and deliver a credible out-
sourced solution in a segment of the financial markets far 
more complicated than equities. This effort is underway and 
Cowen has already engaged with clients and liquidity pro-
viders with additional hires being likely over the near term.

Throughout 2021, Cowen will also be deploying more 
engaged marketing efforts across Europe and Asia. Seibald 
details: “Outsourced trading has been utilised by managers 
in the US for decades. However, the service is much newer 
to international markets. Through programmes aimed at 
informing investment managers of the benefits of the out-
sourced trading in general, and the bespoke solutions we 
offer, we believe we will have a meaningful opportunity to 
grow our client base in Europe and Asia.” n

Outsourced trading as a 
credible alternative

Cowen Outsourced Trading: Best Outsourced Trading Solution Provider

C OW E N  P R I M E  S E RV I C E S

Jack Seibald
Managing Director, Global Co-Head of  
Prime Brokerage and Outsourced Trading

Jack Seibald was a co-founder and managing member of Concept 
Capital Markets, LLC until its acquisition by Cowen Group, Inc. 
in September 2015. He has been affiliated with the firm and its 
predecessors since 1995, and has extensive experience in prime 
brokerage, outsourced trading, investment management, and 
research dating back to 1983.
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Given the increase in regulation and the resulting 
extenuated due diligence process, fund raising is 
now taking longer. In this context, the need for 

third party fund marketing firms is felt more acutely, even 
by smaller, niche asset managers.

“In the US third party fund marketing has become a 
respected and accepted part of the institutional asset 
raising process. In Europe, this is not as well developed. 
However, market forces mean this is changing,” notes 
James Alexander, co-founder and head of distribution, 
Aravis Capital.

After the financial crisis, Alexander and his team 
believed the due diligence process would take a lot 
longer and the lead time for any allocator to invest in a 
fund would be extended: “This did happen, coupled with 
a sharp increase in the amount of regulation around due 
diligence requirements. By and large, this means even a 
small, niche asset manager would recognise the assis-
tance a third-party fund marketer can provide in terms of 
client relationship management, client identification and the 
process of actually raising assets.”

As a marketing firm which relies heavily on travel and 
face to face meetings, Aravis Capital adapted quickly to 
the new state of affairs: “We actually feel energised by the 
changes we made in our move to digital platforms. We 
have completely overhauled our digital footprint and the 
way we distribute information,” Alexander highlights.

He believes the firm differentiates itself through the level 
of service it provides clients: “We’ve invested heavily to 
make sure the quality of our data is high. We also invested 
in our own research department to make sure we can add 
value to both the managers we represent and for the allo-
cators that look at the products that they manage.

“We want to continue giving this high level of service to 
the fund managers and allocators we work for. As things 
unfold during the year, we will continue to add value and I’ll 
be pleased to continue growing our team as we need to, in 
order to take advantage of all the opportunities available.”

Aravis Capital has expanded its offering, having started 
with a focus on long-only equity products and branching 

out into alternatives in the last couple of years. “We set up 
our service alternatives with a view to taking advantage of 
the opportunities in the space. Given the shifts taking place 
in the market, these could come sooner rather than later as 
rising inflation and rising interest rates become a possibil-
ity. We suspect investors will be looking for less correlation 
with equity markets over the coming years and hope we’re 
well placed to take advantage of that,” observes Alexander.

In recent news, Hong Kong-based asset manager 
FountainCap announced the launch of an all-cap China 
equity fund in a UCITS format. The fund will be built under 
the Dublin domiciled Aravis Funds 
(Ireland) ICAV.

Aravis is currently in discussions 
with a small group of institutions to 
launch the seed share classes and 
to bring the fund up to USD100 
million critical mass within the 
first 90 days. n

Need for marketing 
partners as regulation 

increases
Aravis Capital: Best Third Party Marketing Firm

A R AV I S  C A P I TA L

James Alexander
Executive Director, Aravis Capital

James Alexander co-founded Aravis Capital in 2010 and is the 
Head of the Distribution team. Before co-founding Aravis, James 
spent seven years with Atlantis Investment Management, where 
he was the Marketing Director. James has 30 years’ experience 
specialising in financial product sales in institutional equities 
and investment management in the UK, Thailand and Hong 
Kong. Previous employers include Morgan Grenfell Investment 
Management, W.I. Carr, BZW and Nomura.
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The past year has seen the 
role of the technology service 
provider evolve from a more 

transactional function to a coveted 
consultative partner.

This has been the most transfor-
mational area of focus for FIS. The 
firm has been working to change the 
nature of its relationship with clients. 
Trevor Headley, VP, Hedge Funds, 
FIS notes: “We are moving ourselves 
into more of the co-sourcing and out-
sourcing realm. Rather than just being 
considered a technology provider, FIS 
is now being seen as a service delivery partner. We can 
help our clients through spikes in operational activity and 
solve for key-man risk with our managed services platform.

“Over the course of 2020, we have evolved our product 
offerings to look at some of the adjacent or complimentary 
areas to our business. These include middle- and back-of-
fice services like reconciliation, corporate action processing 
and risk reporting. We take these opportunities to empower 
our clients with solutions to manage more assets and grow 
their AUM with less resources.”

This change reflects an overall industry trend which is 
seeing more hedge funds taking on third-party partners for 
non-alpha generating activities.

In 2020, FIS also acquired a majority stake in Virtus 
Partners, a credit-based alternatives fund solutions pro-
vider. Headley discusses the impact this has had on the 
firm’s strategy: “The acquisition is now enabling us to look 
across the spectrum from hedge funds to credit and CLOs. 
We are extending our capabilities and empowering a full 
workflow from a technology and business process as a 
service (BPaaS) perspective.”

As managers aim to focus on return generation, the 
role of service partners like FIS is to help them optimise 
their pursuit of alpha, especially in the face of downward 
fee pressure. “We play our part in being able to deliver 
lower total cost of ownership to our clients. Also, in view 
of the move to virtual due diligence, we partner with them 
to smooth out that process from a cybersecurity and IT 
infrastructure risk point of view,” Headley outlines.

The outlook for the hedge fund 
industry is bright and this consulta-
tive role service providers are taking 
on is bound to become even more 
instrumental in providing next-gener-
ation growth. Headley says: “We will 
continue to look at the industry strate-
gically across asset classes and fund 
structures. Our aim is to improve the 
way we integrate and deliver compre-
hensive solutions which allow firms 
ultimate flexibility.”

Another area of focus for FIS has 
been around enhancing operational 

efficiencies. Headley comments: “We’ve placed a lot of 
emphasis on improving workflow management. This is 
a central theme across our front-to-back-office platforms. 
Within our back-office platforms, we’ve focused on report 
generation and automation to improve the delivery time of 
those reports.”

Further, the shift from LIBOR to alternative reference 
rates is also a pressing issue in the accounting domain. 
“There has been a lot of emphasis to ensure our clients are 
prepared for the transition. As a provider, we have made 
sure our platforms can support the gamut of alternative ref-
erence rates. We also launched an educational campaign 
to inform clients and support them in understanding how 
it will work from a workflow and operational point of view,” 
Headley underscores.

As managers continue to face challenges amid the 
opportunities, partnering with a transformative organisa-
tion like FIS provides the means to help them successfully 
navigate the shifting environment. n

From technology provider 
to service delivery partner 

FIS: Best Fund Accounting & Reporting Software

F I S

Trevor Headley
Vice President, FIS Hedge Funds

Trevor Headley is Vice President in our Capital Markets division 
at FIS. He is responsible for strategy and go to market for 
the Buy Side Portfolio Manager. With more than 15 years of 
product development experience, Trevor manages the process 
of converting strategic directives into tangible solutions and the 
delivery of the roadmap.
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The past year highlighted the 
importance of tenacity alongside 
the agility to absorb shocks and 

respond rapidly to new ways of working. 
In addition, the drive to build sustainability 
into a business has also come to the fore.

“It takes strong resilience and resource-
fulness to sustain great performance in 
challenging times, and to keep going when 
the outlook is not very positive. I think the 
people at RFA have shown this,” reflects 
George Ralph, Global Managing Director and CRO of RFA. 

The firm’s client assigned IT managers and remote 
support engineers faced the greatest challenge in the 
early part of 2020. “Our determination to deliver a white 
glove service to clients led to our teams going above and 
beyond. We helped clients secure home Wi-Fi networks, 
set up continuous training sessions for collaboration tools 
like Microsoft Teams and SharePoint and ensured end-
points were set up with multi factor authentication through 
to zero trust configurations (for those who didn’t already 
have this in place). When you multiply these services by 
the 800 plus RFA clients worldwide, you get an idea of 
how large the undertaking was at the beginning of the 
pandemic for IT firms who didn’t already have this in place 
– We are just thankful that our focus has always been on 
endpoint security and analysis and a core focus on client 
mobile agility has been key,” Ralph outlines.

Looking forward, Ralph sees this period of change as 
an opportunity to keep building RFA’s future. A critical 
element of this involves developing the firm’s ESG policy. 
He comments: “I see 2020 as a great leveller in terms of 
how we might transact business moving forward. We have 
unlocked personal and professional innovation within our 
business, and I see this as the potential to address ESG in 
a more structured way. 

“Developing our ESG strategy further will help us to con-
tinue to build resilience as individuals and as teams, as 
well as secure commercial success. Our employees and 
clients are expecting something different from us and I aim 
to deliver. Our ESG credibility is starting to impact how we 
are viewed and the business we do.”

When discussing the challenge of digital transformation, 

Ralph says: “Collaboration and data will 
shape the digitisation journey for some 
time to come. A firm would begin their 
digitisation journey by looking at all the 
manual processes within their business. 
We work with RFA clients and non cli-
ents to do this. We look at the teams 
and departments involved in the process 
and their roles within it. We then com-
plete a Proof of Concept. This allows a 
firm to understand what we can achieve 

and also monitor the outputs of the newly digitised pro-
cess over a period of time, making sure the automation is 
absolutely correct.”

RFA is also considering how to change experiences 
and digital operations internally for its staff, since this then 
impacts the end user experience for its clients. Ralph pro-
vides an example: “We have integrated Teams and Slack 
plus other collaboration tools to create new workflows 
for our service engineers. This meant we could automate 
previously manual processes around client issue man-
agement. It also allowed us to be more efficient, therefore 
improve client response times and experience.”

According to Ralph the appetite for embracing digitisa-
tion will evolve as more professionals get involved in their 
data journey: “They will discover more anomalies in their 
patterns of behaviour as a business, in the way they oper-
ate and also in the functions of the business. This will 
lead to an increased desire for digitisation in an effort to 
improve visibility and performance.” n

Agility and sustainability to 
drive growth

RFA: Best Cybersecurity Provider

R FA

George Ralph
Global Managing Director & CRO, RFA

As Global Managing Director and CRO of RFA, George is a 
technology and business leader with a proven track record of 
strategic alignment, process improvement and guidance. Having 
been both a COO and a CTO of his own technology firms over a 
nineteen-year period, he looks to provide transparent guidance to 
every business he serves and the people he leads. George has 
extensive delivery and technical experience in cloud and data 
architecture, large-scale migrations utilising leading technology 
brands and IaaS offerings. An Assessor for the British Computer 
Society (The institute of IT) and a Certified IT professional, George 
is keen to ensure that the RFA gives its clients the highest levels 
of service.
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Hedge funds reinforced their value as risk manag-
ers in times of volatility and market shocks. Their 
position in the market will be further strengthened 

as market intelligence shows investors most likely will be 
increasing their allocation to these funds.

“This sentiment has been made evident through the new 
fund launches and investment allocations to existing funds 
since the latter part of 2020,” comments Richard Murray, 
global head of hedge, Sanne.

Reflecting on the journey of the past year, Murray notes 
that from a commercial perspective, new fund launch 
activity was subdued in Q2 and Q3 2020: “Managers and 
investors were assessing the situation before progressing 
with new ventures. We saw increased launch activity and 
planning from Q4 2020, which has continued into 2021. The 
key element of our business is remaining focused on deliv-
ering the best service we can to our existing clients, with 
the past year being no exception.”

Innovation and growth are critical factors which Sanne 
values. “Everything we do needs to be aligned with our cli-
ents current and developing strategic needs. As part of this 
we have a very clear data strategy that positions us well to 
meet increasing client reporting needs and more seamless 
delivery across asset classes and service disciplines.

“We continue to work internally to ensure we are seek-
ing efficiencies and polishing our client outputs, through 
optimising the use of our technology suite and empowering 
our people with the tools to have ever increasingly mean-
ingful interactions with our clients.

“In terms of growth, we believe we have a compelling 
value proposition for our clients and prospects, which is a 
strong support for their service needs and we want to grow 
the number of clients we support,” Murray explains.

Sanne refined its global hedge proposition nearly three 
years ago with the intention of broadening its footprint, com-
plementing the firm’s existing strength in servicing closed 
ended fund private equity, real asset and private debt strat-
egies. As a focused alternative fund service provider it was 
key to align Sanne fully with alternative managers and inves-
tors that operate across the various alternative asset classes.

Murray observes: “Most of the change in our hedge 
business over the past year have been at an operational 
level realising this growth strategy. In Europe we bolstered 

our Dublin operation through acquisition. This brought a 
very experienced and skilled team, along with a high-qual-
ity client book. We also established a Cayman Islands 
operation through a pair of acquisitions. 

“It is important to have a presence on the ground in this 
key global hedge fund jurisdiction. Along with the quality 
people, this addition to our business has enhanced our 
credentials and our ability to more broadly service our 
European and global client base.”

In providing its service, the firm is keenly aware that 
hedge fund managers sit across numerous locations 
globally and often operate in more than one, as a fund 
business and in where they domicile their funds. Therefore, 
it is important to provide clients with a consistent service 
experience on a global platform, which also adapts to local 
market practice or nuance. n

Strong strategy to align 
with client needs

Sanne: Best Administrator

S A N N E

Richard Murray
Global Head of Hedge, Sanne

Richard Murray joined Sanne in July 2014. As Global Head 
of Hedge, Richard is responsible for driving the growth of 
Sanne’s hedge and open ended fund product. This includes 
ensuring quality service outcomes for our clients, development 
of our service offering and expanding our global footprint and 
opportunity set. Richard works with our regional and country 
heads, across business development, client services and 
group services to ensure the full value of Sanne’s platform is 
delivered to clients and leveraged to provide service solutions 
for prospective clients. Richard previously led Sanne’s regulated 
South African collective investment scheme third party 
management company. Prior to joining Sanne, Richard spent 14 
years with Morgan Stanley and Bank of America Merrill Lynch in 
London, where he attained extensive banking experience with 
primary involvement in equity finance product development and 
delta-one and securities financing sales.
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A R C E S I U M

As the dust settled following the ini-
tial surge of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
many hedge funds began re-evaluat-

ing their internal infrastructure and operations. 
As more look to centralise their technology 
infrastructure, there is now renewed interest 
in understanding how to best leverage tech-
nology within their business.

“The pandemic has been the biggest real-
life test for disaster recovery and business 
continuity plans,” observes Chris Barrow, head of business 
development for Arcesium in Europe. “It was a perfect storm, 
with managers having to tackle the transition to remote work 
while markets remained open for trading with periods of 
extreme volatility. Professionals in any operational function 
were under extreme stress from two different angles.”

Barrow outlines that clients who had cloud solutions in 
place were fortunate to have a fairly seamless transition 
to remote working. Those with in-house processes and 
on-premises systems struggled more.

There may be more concern for managers that have 
taken on a combination of niche providers for specific 
services. “These are often stitched together by internal 
developers, and, in cases like these, the organisation’s 
technology architecture can be quite fragmented, coming 
from multiple providers. Therefore, in a stressful situation, 
they face a greater challenge in dealing with different sys-
tems and providers,” Barrow notes.

He says this makes a strong case for having more of a 
firm’s infrastructure or architecture in one place, with a single 
provider: “It would be naive to assume all clients benefit 
from a one-size-fits-all platform; however, having spun out of 
DE Shaw, and now supporting some of the most complex 
multi-strategy hedge funds around, the Arcesium platform 
is genuinely multi-asset class. Although we understand that 
the need for other vendors will persist within certain parts 
of an organisation, managers are definitely moving towards 
having fewer pieces of technology from fewer vendors and, 
ideally, that tech comes in a SaaS delivery model.”

“There is a general trend among professionals towards 
ease of use and minimal human intervention, with organ-
isations consolidating and amalgamating the technology 
they use.”

Following the flurry of activity and the 
struggle to stay afloat when the pandemic 
first broke out, investment managers are 
now considering what their business is apt 
to look like over the longer term in terms of 
infrastructure, operations, and technology.

“Although change can be a challenge, 
and the process of moving away from legacy 
systems and vendors is daunting, managers 
are already seeing the benefits of having 

a more centralised approach to their technology,” Barrow 
explains, “There are also many hedge funds starting afresh, 
learning from their previous firms’ mistakes. They are aware 
that the technology is very advanced now, and they can start 
out with the most streamlined, automated systems to help 
future-proof and scale their business.”

Throughout the past year, the industry has experienced 
extreme volatility, meaning more trades and, therefore, more 
middle and back office processing. This has resulted in more 
stress on operations and, effectively, all areas of the organi-
sation. “In this environment, having access to sophisticated 
data management tools within an interoperable platform 
that can handle large trading volumes and downstream pro-
cesses goes a long way. For example, Arcesium’s Treasury 
Suite provides full margin replication, flagging any disputes 
and reconciliations surrounding collateral and margin calls; 
the technology also identifies opportunities to optimise those 
movements. The system provides intelligent logic to suggest 
the best assets to use for collateral, helping to optimise 
value and limit the impact on capital usage in the organisa-
tion,” Barrow comments. n

Centralising technology 
provision

Arcesium: Best Treasury Management Solution Provider

Chris Barrow
Head of Business Development, Europe, Arcesium

Chris Barrow is responsible for leading Arcesium’s growth in 
Europe. He has over 20 years of experience in law, banking, 
and financial technology. Chris started his career as a lawyer, 
specialising in banking and capital markets, and then moved 
into business development roles focusing on hedge funds and 
asset managers. He has run sales globally for Nomura and HSBC 
prime services and led financial technology businesses at Brown 
Brothers Harriman and ENSO Financial Analytics. At HSBC, Chris 
was also head of Diversity & Inclusion in the UK. Chris graduated 
from Southampton University with a BSc (Hons) in Politics and 
International Relations and is a qualified Solicitor.
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The alternative funds industry has 
continued to see a shift from 
unregulated structures to funds, a 

trend which is expected to persist. With 
increased scrutiny from regulators, man-
agers will have to invest in additional 
resources covering for independent con-
trol functions.

“Managing the increased regulatory 
requirements alongside growing oper-
ations are the primary challenges the 
industry is facing. Increasing regulatory 
and substance requirements are making asset manage-
ment operations more expensive to run and compressing 
margins,” details Daniela Klasén-Martin, Group Head of 
ManCo Services, Crestbridge, “In order to manage growing 
operations in line with the regulator’s expectations and at 
the same time keep profitability, it is important to focus on 
people, process optimisation and systems implementation 
to scale the operations.”

In view of these changes, Crestbridge has been con-
sistently investing in its risk management and transaction 
monitoring systems, including automated due diligence and 
KPI reporting system to cover for the increased initial and 
on-going oversight requirements.

Crestbridge has also capitalised on these developments 
throughout the years, strengthening its outsourced regula-
tory offer; in particular 3P management company services, 
independent risk management and MLRO services in dif-
ferent jurisdictions.

“This year, despite the general turmoil as a consequence 
of Covid-19, we have seen substantial growth in our fund 
regulatory business. Specifically, we registered increased 
demand of our third party ManCo solutions, for both UCITS 
and AIFs, supporting managers to cover for the increased 
regulatory requirements.

“We support our clients with bespoke regulatory solu-
tions that enable them to cover their regulatory requirements 
and continue running their operations, focusing on their key 
strengths while outsourcing substance, governance, and 
regulatory reporting to a trusted party. Our 3P ManCo offer is 
a robust and flexible solution. It allows managers to continue 
being able to access the European market and respond 

to the institutional client base demands 
for regulated, AIFMD-compliant funds.” 
Klasén-Martin outlines.

Covid led organisations to adapt 
quickly to remote working. It has been a 
catalyst for change and led to an accel-
eration of the digitalisation trends which 
were already on the agenda. Klasén-
Martin notes: “Our operations have been 
growing rapidly and we have made a 
substantial investment in people, tech-
nology, and process optimisation to 

continue supporting our clients and to offer. We strive to 
be a premium employer, offering interesting positions, train-
ing and a nice and a flexible working environment. This is 
important to attract and keep millennials on board.”

Crestbridge aims to continue supporting the growth of 
its clients and of its own operations, through investment 
in systems, process optimisation and quality people. 
“Clients are at the heart of our strategy as we constantly 
listen to their needs to ensure we develop the right offer, 
technology, and skills to better support their needs,” 
Klasén-Martin pledges.

This progress includes opening a new office in 
Ireland, hiring Andrea Lennon as head of funds, Ireland. 
Announced in March 2021, this news came on the back 
of Crestbridge setting up its New Jersey office. Alongside 
the existing Luxembourg office, the new Dublin operation 
further assists the firm’s ability to support US investment 
in Europe in the context of Irelands new law governing 
Investment Limited Partnerships. n

Appetite for regulated 
funds persists

Crestbridge: Best Regulatory Advisory & Compliance Firm

C R E S T B R I D G E

Daniela Klasén-Martin
Group Head of Management Company Services &  
Managing Director, Luxembourg, Crestbridge

Daniela Klasén-Martin has nearly 30 years’ experience in risk 
management, financial management and corporate governance 
across various jurisdictions. She joined Crestbridge to lead 
the development of our Luxembourg office and launch our 
management company services. Previously, Daniela was Head 
of Finance for a major global asset manager and CEO for one of 
the first independent management companies. She is a member 
of ILA, ALRiM, sits on various ALFI committees involved in risk 
management, fund governance and TER and is a regular speaker 
at industry events.
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An increasing number of market participants are 
depending on more granular quality data to improve 
alpha generation and manage risk exposures. This 

results in new resource and cost challenges which many 
are alleviating by looking at alternatives to building these 
systems in house and buying-in data and analytics capa-
bilities from third parties.

“A recent industry survey* showed a massive growth in 
hedge funds looking to third parties for data and analytics; 
41 percent of hedge funds are significantly increasing budg-
ets towards third party data and analytics. Simultaneously, 
24 percent are reducing budgets in data infrastructure as 
more move to the cloud, away from internal server farms 
and to a new breed of outsourced vendors rather than 
relying on the traditional market data providers,” highlights 
Dr Elliot Banks, Chief Product Officer, BMLL Technologies.

According to Dr Banks, in the last year, flexibility has 
become a key delivery requirement. Sophisticated players 
want to be able to analyse both the market as a whole 
and deep dive in to the market microstructure within the 
same tool. They also are looking for ways of analysing the 
market via integrated workflow tools “We are seeing greater 
adoption of our solutions which allow clients to interrogate 
the data in different ways such as via the BMLL Data Lab 
or the BMLL Data Feed. Clients can more easily access 
the data they need to better understand market activity and 
execution performance.” 

High quality data has become a necessity for industry 
players who manage their AUM quantitatively. To success-
fully manage their AUM, quant funds need access to the 
greatest granularity of data, enabling them to draw predic-
tive inference on future market states. 

Dr Banks comments: “The granularity of Level 3 data 
gives them access to five years of microsecond, message 
by message data covering major equity exchanges in a 
harmonised format, with unlimited cloud and a full suite of 
analytics libraries. This enables them to unlock the full pre-
dictability of pricing data, and to understand exactly how 
each venue they trade behaves and the probable intentions 
of each trader.” It is only by having access to this level of 
granular data, combined with the ability to manipulate and 
query it in a cost-effective manner that quant funds are able 
to generate this type of insight. 

Hedge funds need to find alpha, which in turn means 
they must search for new sources of data and discover 
new ways to create value and generate return. While doing 
so, they need to monitor execution risk and understand 

the microstructure of the market. All of this requires com-
prehensive data science capabilities that many firms don’t 
have in house and therefore aren’t able to fully leverage the 
depth of data required to derive predictable insight. BMLL 
has deployed a fully managed data science service within 
hedge funds looking to optimise their quant resource time. 

Firms can now take advantage of a fully managed ser-
vice. BMLL Data Lab and BMLL Data Feed provide access 
to a five-year history of harmonised Level 3 data in a scal-
able and flexible manner. 

Due to increasing demand, BMLL now offers its Data 
Lab to smaller funds who might not have the resources 
to build a full data science capability but which still have 
teams which can gain predictive insight from the market 
microstructure.

“Overall, the rise of data science technology has ena-
bled data science techniques, such as those provided by 
BMLL Technologies, to become more widely recognised 
and adopted,” Dr Banks observes. “BMLL’s business 
objectives are to continue working with our existing hedge 
fund customers to keep delivering insight that helps them 
to remain competitive. We are also expanding our solutions 
with more analytics across the core markets of US and EU 
equities, ETFs as well as global futures.” n

*‘Buy-side usage of Level 3 data analytics for algorithmic performance’ (WBR 
Insights & BMLL Technologies White Paper)

Getting granular with data
BMLL Technologies: Best Data Science Solution Provider

B M L L  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Elliot Banks
Chief Product Officer, BMLL Technologies

At BMLL Technologies Elliot Banks is responsible for data 
science, product development and product delivery, working 
closely with both clients and development teams to deliver its 
analytics and product suite to clients. Prior to joining BMLL, Elliot 
held a mixture of commercial and technical roles, including roles 
within the infrastructure private equity arm of Macquarie and as a 
Faculty AI Data Science Fellow. 
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I n the year since the Covid-19 pan-
demic broke out, investors and 
managers have had to grapple 

with shifting due diligence processes 
to virtual platforms. This has driven 
innovation among service providers 
who sought to ensure their clients’ 
operations remained smooth.

One such example is AlternativeSoft. 
The firm has built a due diligence 
exchange software where the hedge 
funds and allocators can share due 
diligence questionnaires, returns for 
their own investment series, exposures 
by geographies / sectors, fund fact sheets and investment 
memorandum in a web format.

Launched in March 2021, the firm’s Due Diligence 
Exchange (DD-x) platform provides AlternativeSoft’s clients 
with all the tools they need to run due diligence in a frac-
tion of the time. While some investors have tools to help 
carry out these activities, due diligence still involves repeti-
tion and a lot of manual work. 

The process is made more complicated by the fact that 
there can be many people involved as professionals from 
research, compliance, diversity, risk and other financial 
factors are usually associated with due diligence. Further, 
individuals have their own way of working, meaning results 
can be inconsistent, unreliable and prone to error.

This new web platform seeks to solve this by provid-
ing a central point of contact for communication between 
hedge funds and its investors involved in the due diligence, 

Laurent Favre, CEO of AlternativeSoft comments: “We 
think that hedge funds and private equity funds’ due dili-
gence will be centralised. This notion is what drove us to 
build this piece of web software. There are only another 
three existing software on the market offering such 
a service.”

The software digitises, automates and streamlines the 
entire process for both investors and hedge funds. Instead 
of a pile of convoluted paperwork, questionnaires and 
forms, This new web platform provides a single due dil-
igence AIMA questionnaire in a digital format. Dates of 
when the questionnaire was sent, received, updated and 

how much is filled are recorded. 
“With all questionnaires central-

ised and accessible by authorised 
stakeholders in this way, the entire 
process becomes much more efficient 
and faster to complete for the hedge 
funds,” Favre highlights.

The firm is on a growth trajectory 
and, in 2020, hired 20 new develop-
ers. Favre outlines the firm is focusing 
less on quantitative models and more 
on assisting and supporting the coop-
eration between hedge funds and its 
investors.

“We are aiming to double the number of allocator clients 
we have and to have 500 hedge funds using our new soft-
ware in order to share documents and questionnaires with 
their investors at the end of 2021,” he stresses.

With over USD1.5 trillion in client assets under man-
agement, AlternativeSoft’s clients include some of the 
world’s largest pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, 
endowments, fund of funds and wealth managers such 
as BNP, Credit Suisse, Singapore, Canada, Alliance 
Bernstein, Aberdeen, Societe Generale, Unigestion, 
Vontobel, Raiffeisen, Novartis, Roche. These clients use 
AlternativeSoft’s solutions to create a unique funds uni-
verse and perform complex quantitative analysis to identify 
top-performing funds, collect due diligence documents and 
store them and subsequently build, optimise, paper trades 
and manage portfolios. n

Online due diligence 
platform boosts efficiency

AlternativeSoft: Best Risk Management Software Provider

A LT E R N AT I V E S O F T

Laurent Favre
CEO, AlternativeSoft

Laurent Favre founded AlternativeSoft after four years at UBS 
Wealth Management where he was head of tactical asset 
allocation. At UBS, he spear-headed and implemented the 
investment strategies for USD110 billion of private client assets, 
including USD30 billion in Mutual Funds and also was involved in 
the construction of the first USD6 billion UBS Wealth Management 
Fund of Hedge Funds. He holds a bachelor’s degree in 
economics and an MBA in finance, both from the University of 
Lausanne and was a professor of economics and mathematics 
for 2 years in Lausanne, Switzerland. His interests include skiing, 
sports and happy clients.
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Existing in a constantly evolving environment means 
that the ability to be nimble and capture value when 
it presents itself is a differentiator in the world of 

hedge funds. Technology is a driver in this as it supports 
managers getting value faster. 

“Speed is key. No one wants a two-year implementation 
project when they need to pivot their business quickly to 
capture an opportunity, or to deal with a new regulation. 
When we reimagined our Asset Management Platform – 
AMP, we looked through this client lens and built solutions 
that can be delivered quickly and effectively using dev-ops 
methodologies and our new technology stack backed by 
the cloud,” explains Paul Elflain, head of asset manage-
ment for Europe, Linedata.

The firm launched its AMP platform during 2020. Though 
it was a difficult year, in some way it was almost the ideal 
backdrop for Linedata’s approach. Elflain comments: “AMP 
brings together cloud-based software, data, and people 
expertise to help managers be faster on their feet and 
more adaptable in how they run their businesses.”

“We have repositioned our software solutions to offer 
public cloud, private cloud, and on-premise technology 
options. These complement our data and services offer-
ings. While we have always had a rich solution suite for 
PMS, OMS and Compliance, there is now more emphasis 
on tight integrations and a modular approach. Becoming 
cloud-based has fundamentally changed the way we build 
software and how we deliver benefits which in turn sup-
port our clients’ own business transformations. Our clients 
aren’t looking to replace like with like – they want to trans-
form and future-proof their businesses.”

AMP is modular so new features can be rolled out 
quickly. With continuous integration and deployment, 
Linedata gives clients frequent, granular updates. This 
reduces the time, cost, and risk that came with past system 
upgrades.

Elflain outlines: “Delivering technology solutions to 
the hedge fund and asset management market is a 
never-ending process of innovation and change. We see 
tremendous client interest in our services and expertise 
around data, analytics, and APIs – these are all part of the 
DNA of our platform.

“Helping managers uncover and visualise new business 

intelligence from the data around existing business pro-
cesses, or new data as with ESG, is resulting in innovation 
in trading and investment decisions and across the entirety 
of investment operations.”

The growing acceptance of ESG as part of the 
mainstream industry is something Linedata has been 
proactive on. Through its new Data Management Service 
collaboration with Arabesque S-Ray, the firm is helping 
clients limit regulatory risk, create trustworthy products, and 
get more competitive with ESG data already integrated into 
their software. n

Technology and the 
speed of change 

Linedata: Best Data Management Solution

L I N E DATA

Paul Elflain
Head of Asset Management Europe, Linedata

Paul Elflain brings over 25 years of experience in financial 
services and fintech to his current role as Head of the Linedata 
Asset Management business in Europe. Prior to joining Linedata, 
Paul held senior management roles at FIS Global (formerly 
Sungard) and DTCC Omgeo, in addition to involvement at fintech 
start-ups. Having spent the early part of his career in front office 
positions at Citi and others, he participated in the electronification 
of capital markets and evolution in connectivity. Paul is passionate 
about financial markets innovation and the growth in sustainable 
finance.
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The pandemic has changed the way fund managers 
recruit professionals. The industry has embraced 
the new, virtual way of working and post-lockdowns 

the majority of the process will continue to be performed 
through video conferencing, meeting only end-stage 
candidates face-to-face.

“Using this video platform allows the recruitment process 
to move quickly. It also gives us, as a recruitment business, 
the ability to access and engage with talent more easily,” 
comments Mush Ali, founding partner, One Ten Associates, 
“As a recruitment business, our model has been built on 
people meeting or interviewing people face-to-face which 
initially made the prospects for our sector bleak. The 
outlook in March 2020 was scary, but now in March 2021, 
the industry feels positive. We have adapted and feel very 
excited about the opportunities ahead of us for the rest of 
the year and beyond.”

In Ali’s view, the hedge fund industry has been waiting 
for the kind of volatility which 2020 brought to the market: 
“It has led to some incredible success stories and allowed 
firms to differentiate themselves which has been tough in 
previous years. It also led to an incredible “fight for talent” 
in London which we haven’t seen in years. This makes the 
outlook compelling.”

In this battle for talent, Ali believes technology will play 
a key role: “The talent needs to be more robust, in that 
professionals need to understand how technology can 
help the business. The firms that embrace and intertwine 
technology into their funds are those that will be agile 
enough to adapt as the industry moves incredibly quickly. 
Only the firms able to transform will survive and the key 
factor in their transformation is embracing technology.”

Technology is also being placed at the forefront of One 
Ten Associates as a recruitment business. Ali is aware 
the firm needs to understand what the talent industry is 
doing and use the many tools available to access this 
information: “We know where to find the talent and one of 
the main reasons for this is that we have always invested 
in technology which allows us to stay on top of mapping 
the talent pool in our industry.” Staying close to the talent 
is how One Ten Associates can add value to its clients and 
align its interest to those of the firms it serves.

“Our business model has changed in that our clients are 

demanding more value-added advice and insight from us 
rather then just a transactional recruitment services. Our 
clients want more information they can use to ensure they 
are able to retain and motivate their staff,” underscores Ali.

As a firm which has been established for over 10 years 
with over 20 years’ worth of industry knowledge, One Ten 
Associates is well positioned to provide the advice and 
insight its clients need.

The firm has grown its reputation by having the unique 
blend of technical understanding and passion for the 
alternatives sector. It also 
an established candidate 
network across the hedge 
fund, private equity, asset 
management, real estate, 
infrastructure and service 
provider sectors. n 

Virtual is a mainstay for 
professional recruitment 

One Ten Associates: Best Hedge Fund Recruitment Firm

O N E  T E N  A S S O C I AT E S

Mush Ali
Director, One Ten Associates

Mush Ali is the Director and Founder of One Ten Associates. A 
specialist and an award winning fund management recruitment 
firm. He has over 15 years of experience in identifying and 
building out the non-investment teams for this sector.
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Although client interaction has increased through the 
shift to virtual working, the importance of relation-
ships in the hedge fund business means physical 

meetings remain critical.
“When things normalise I think we will see a mix of 

physical and digital interaction, especially now that every-
one has learnt to use digital tools efficiently,” suggests 
Fredrik Beyer, Head of Sales and Origination, SEB Prime 
Finance, “The pandemic has completely changed the way 
we interact with clients. Setting up quick meetings with cli-
ents has become easier, thus increasing client interaction. 
However, we still believe this is a relationship business 
and relationship building and maintenance requires phys-
ical meetings.”

The firm believes the outlook for the hedge fund indus-
try is positive: “We believe that the hedge fund industry 
has a very positive outlook. Many firms and strategies 
have shown that they can deliver strong risk adjusted 
returns even through the very difficult markets we have 
seen for the past 12 months. The investors we speak to 

acknowledge this and investment appetite into the hedge 
fund industry remains strong.”

However, amid this opportunity, hedge funds must con-
tinue to navigate the ever-changing regulatory landscape 
and almost battle against it in order to innovate.

Beyer outlines: “Regulation continues to affect a large 
part of our business with clients. It is also, to a certain 
extent, impeding the innovation in the industry, something 
which has been one of the key driving forces behind the 
historic industry growth. However, we still see that we, our 
clients and our peers are able to recruit and maintain a lot 
of talent to continue to develop and innovate.”

In view of the market volatility and uncertainty experi-
enced in the past year, SEB has discussed risk positioning 
and management at length with clients.

With more than 30 years’ experience as a prime broker 
and financing partner, SEB Prime Brokerage provides 
a comprehensive service to managers with an absolute 
return focus that covers a variety of strategies, structures 
and geographies. The firm aims to help its hedge fund cli-
ents to benefit from the strength and expertise of its broad 
offering and resources.

When it comes to the growth of the SEB business, 
Beyer says its overall objective is to continuously increase 
its level of service and interaction with clients. “One area 
which we feel is continuously increasing in importance for 
both us and for our clients is ESG. Being one of the high-
est regarded ESG banks in the world, we are working very 
closely together with our clients to advise and execute on 
a high variety of ESG related areas,” he highlights. n

A post-pandemic mix 
of physical and digital 

interaction
SEB: Best Prime Broker

S E B

Fredrik Beyer
Head of Prime Finance Sales & Origination, SEB

Fredrik has been working with hedge fund clients for more 
than 10 years. Initially as responsible for sales and marketing of 
tailored financing solutions and the past 6 years as head of Prime 
Finance Sales and Origination. Prior to the current role, Fredrik 
has been responsible establishing SEB’s advisory efforts towards 
the corporate client as well as being a client executive for the 
bank’s Insurance clients. Prior to Joining SEB Fredrik worked as 
an M&A advisor for Booz Allen & Hamilton’s Corporate Finance.
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There is still a lot of friction in 
the adoption of technologies 
which could accelerate the 

move to more efficient and successful 
research to drive investments. This is 
despite a growing appetite for cloud 
solutions and artificial intelligence 
on behalf of all types of institutional 
investors.

“This drive to cloud has been due 
to the pandemic but is also the result 
of investors realising the opportunities 
for productivity improvements, cost 
saving, and alpha generation, that the 
changes in workflow these technol-
ogies provide,” says Paul Ross, SVP, 
Marketing, Sentieo.

The firm’s primary business goal is 
to help more investors to shift from 
the legacy research stack they have deployed in the past. 
Ross comments: “It is a goal which is very much aligned 
with our clients’ frustration with legacy platforms, research 
management, and search providers. We understand the 
struggle they deal with in their efforts to transform their 
working environment and workflows to better reflect their 
investment analyst needs.”

Sentieo is a fully integrated research platform, delivering 
insights and faster speed to discovery. By accessing such 
a service, institutional and individual investors that rely on 
timely and relevant access to public company data, docu-
ments, and analytics can have greater confidence in their 
decisions to develop and execute winning strategies.

Discussing the development of the past year, Ross out-
lines: “Like many organisations we adapted to the early 
pandemic by being cautious and limiting investments but 
as we reached the middle of the 2020 we saw an incred-
ible wave of demand to support distributed research and 
portfolio teams. 

“We are lucky that when financial centres shut down, our 
clients could continue to use our cloud-based platform with 
no interruptions, license challenges, or security concerns 
caused by working from home. This led us to double down 
on investments around how to support distributed teams 

with capabilities like Slack integration. 
This was done to enable collabora-
tion and make it easier for teams to 
work consistently when working from 
home. We also increased investment 
in our customer success teams to 
enable the shift to remote operations 
for our clients.”

The firm’s philosophy centres on 
creating differentiated insights. The 
tools traditionally used by investment 
and corporate analysts provide data 
in isolation from all the other sources 
of insight. Sentieo brings financial 
document search, data extraction and 
modelling, market data, and research 
management together in one platform 
to enable analyst to get the most out 
of their research. 

“We’re creating a world where competitive organisations 
have the insights they need to win. Our aim is to empower 
investors and corporations to rapidly discover insights so 
they can make smarter investments and execute winning 
strategies through a financial and corporate research plat-
form,” Sentieo pledges.

Depending on how protracted the pandemic is, the 
outlook for investment is positive. Ross concludes: “There 
will be opportunity in the naturally uneven recovery that will 
occur over the year. In this context, understanding each 
client’s reality in detail will be critical. More importantly, 
better research will help managers deliver on that 
opportunity.” n

Better research to help 
deliver on opportunity

Sentieo: Best AI Technology Provider

S E N T I E O

Paul Ross
Senior Vice President, Sentieo

Paul Ross brings over 20 years of making things happen for 
organisations through marketing. He has helped scale the 
performance of businesses large and small, including Microsoft’s 
data centre management portfolio, Alteryx’s data blending 
and analytics platform, Kespry’s industrial drone platform, and 
Business Objects business intelligence. He has a passion for 
disrupting established business models while building scaled 
GTM models. Paul holds a BA (Hons) in Marketing from Stirling 
University.
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The DMS Group and MontLake, now jointly known 
as Waystone, are delighted to have been recog-
nised with European Hedgeweek awards with 

DMS announced as the winner of the Best Regulatory & 
Compliance Firm category and MontLake taking the Best 
UCITS Platform award.

“2020 proved to be a pivotal year for the MontLake 
UCITS Platform,” commented Richard Day, Global Head of 
Product at Waystone, “the strength of the platform infra-
structure, our focus on investor servicing and a high touch 
operating model assisted managers and investors with nav-
igating through an incredibly challenging period. 2020 saw 
record inflows into our Investment Solutions Funds with 
the Advent Global Partners UCITS Fund and the Crabel 
Gemini UCITS Fund being the standout performers, with 
the latter breaching the billion dollar mark in October 2020. 
The team’s continued focus on non-correlated alternative 
UCITS strategies puts us in a good position for an equally 
strong 2021.”

Pádraic Durkan, Director at Waystone further com-
mented, “We’re delighted to have, once again, been 
awarded the title of Best Regulatory & Compliance firm. 
This is a testament to the strong team we have in place, 
together with the robust infrastructure of our fund govern-
ance operation. As the global leader in fund governance, 
we have always worked diligently to maintain the highest 
standards, giving investors assurance that their funds will 
be managed in accordance with their objectives and for the 

benefit of their investors.”
The last year was a prominent 

one for both groups. Following an 
agreement with DMS Group, MDO 
and MontLake to create the world’s 

leading global governance firm and 
third-party management company, 

they have just launched a new 

brand, Waystone. Partnering with institutional investors, 
investment funds and asset managers, Waystone builds, 
supports and protects investment structures and strategies 
worldwide. With over 20 years’ experience and a compre-
hensive range of specialist services to its name, Waystone 
is now supporting asset managers with more than USD1 
trillion in assets. 

The new brand reflects what Waystone means to its 
clients. Feedback received by Waystone during its brand 
audit from both clients and partners, carried the consist-
ent message that their clients felt assured of the level of 
service they received, with a key comment being that they 
“could sleep easy at night with Waystone looking after 
them”. Waystone’s key message is ‘certainty in your world’ 
and is derived from its new logo symbol, which represents 
a stylised ‘way stone’, so-called because it was used to 
make compass magnets to guide mariners in the 1500s.

While the rebrand was announced this week, the inte-
gration of the three groups has already taken place and 
they have been working together as one team for some 
time. With a vast and complementary expertise, the three 
companies are natural partners. 

The resulting merger makes for a well-rounded business 
with an extensive range of services. Waystone is the only 
organisation with full licenses and operations in all of the 
key financial centres throughout Europe. It is its size, global 
reach and breadth of services that make Waystone an insti-
tutional brand that is leading the market.

Looking ahead, Waystone is set to 
continue to grow as the global leader in 
institutional governance, risk and 
compliance services to investors and 
the asset management industry as they 
look to enter new markets and to add 

new services in direct response to 
investor and client demand. n

Leading the way in service
Waystone: Best Offshore Regulatory & Compliance Firm  

and Best UCITS Platform

WAY S TO N E

Pádraic Durkan
Director, Waystone

Richard Day
Global Head of Product, Waystone

Pádraic Durkan joined Waystone in January 2019 and is based 
in the London office. Pádraic is responsible for establishing and 
maintaining partnerships and business relationships to market 
the Waystone European products and services. He brings with 
him a wealth of legal experience within financial markets and is a 
member of the Law Society of Ireland. Prior to joining Waystone, 
Pádraic qualified as a solicitor with A&L Goodbody, with expertise 
in aviation finance, structured finance, PE and investment funds.

Richard Day is Global Head of Product at Waystone following 
the merger of MontLake, MDO and DMS to create the leading 
global management company and governance leader in 2020. 
At Waystone, Richard is responsible for the development of the 
Waystone product suite working collaboratively with different 
departments and senior management across a diverse skillset 
covering operational and strategic management, global client 
solutions, business development and corporate acquisitions. 
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As the insurance market strives to achieve profitable 
underwriting, insurers are reducing line sizes and 
introducing coverage restrictions, alongside rate 

increases. As they navigate this tough environment to the 
best of their ability, providers must be prepared for better 
times, while managing risk on behalf of their clients.

The past 12 months have been witness to the largest 
market correction in over 20 years. “This would have been 
the case with or without Covid-19 but clearly the pandemic 
has been an amplifier,” explains Calvin Barnes at Lockton.

As a result, it has become increasingly difficult to deliver 
optimal results for clients. 

From its perspective, Lockton continues to look forward 
and understand the shifting landscape of the Financial 
Institutions Insurance sector. “We are of the belief that it 
will get worse before it gets better,” warns Freddie Mitchell, 
“In order to continue improving our client service, and the 
contracts we negotiate on their behalf, we need to con-
stantly provide thought leadership to the market. We need 
to be fully armed with as much analysis and leverage we 
can muster, to make sure our clients maintain cost-effective 
and thoroughly robust insurance contracts.”

Lockton considers the challenging environment to be an 
opportunity to strengthen its position in the market. Gareth 
Abbott comments: “Once the market begins to soften we 
will be primed and ready to exploit the investments we have 
made – both actual and metaphorical – and fully utilise our 
ability to advocate and negotiate on our clients’ behalf.”

The current situation is a result of the insurance industry 
focusing on growth, with little interest in profitability. This 
meant underwriting losses were being offset by investment 
gains. However, Mitchell elaborates on the repercussions: 
“Due to the instability in capital markets, for a number of 
years this has become less and less of a banker for insur-
ers. Hence the need to shift towards profitable underwriting. 

“This was only triggered, however, by the reduction in 
capacity being provided to the insurance sector – insurance 
is intrinsically linked to capital markets in a number of ways 
and therefore we have seen a steady decline in capacity 
inflows for three years or so. Previously even though it 
was quite clear that pricing was sometimes too cheap and 
totally unsustainable the reality was that there was such 
an enormous excess of capacity available Insurers had to 
use it. This was particularly relevant in Commercial D&O 
– which is important given it usually shares a P&L with 
Financial Institutions Insurance teams.”

Lockton believes the key to overcoming these issues is 
to be ahead of the game and never be in a reactive posi-
tion. Mitchell says: “There are always going to be certain 
realities which we cannot change. However, with foresight 
and proper planning we can ensure we always deliver the 
best outcomes available.”

The firm anticipates another volatile period for hedge 
funds. However, of greater concern is the expected 
increase in risk. “Due to our focus and drive to continue 
to improve our client service, our ethos of thought leader-
ship and forward thinking combined with our experience 
and knowledge of the risks facing the sector, we are best 
placed to advocate for our clients. We are proactive not 
reactive and have the skills to make the right calls ahead of 
time which is crucial when you are insuring tail liabilities,” 
Brian Horwell concludes. n

On the path to profitable 
underwriting

Lockton: Best Insurance Service Provider

L O C K TO N

Freddie Mitchell
Account Executive, Lockton

Gareth Abbott
Senior Vice President, Lockton

Calvin Barnes
Partner, Lockton

Freddie Mitchell joined Lockton in 2017 having previously served 
as an Army Officer. Freddie services a diverse range of clients 
as a Broker and Account Executive bringing a strong knowledge 
of the financial eco-system, excellent market relationships and 
a wealth of negotiation experience together to deliver optimal 
results for clients. 

Gareth joined Lockton’s Global Financial Institutions team in 
Autumn 2019. He specialises in the programme design and 
placement for financial institutions, publicly listed companies, as 
well as complex private and asset management entities. Gareth 
is extremely knowledgeable on the particular requirements of real 
estate managers, private equity firms and their portfolio companies.

Calvin is a Partner at Lockton. He has 25 years’ experience in 
the financial liability sector and is a recognised expert in the 
alternative asset management industry. His day job is designing 
insurance solutions for industry participants from managers, 
fund groups, Administrators and CSP’s. Additionally he creates 
alternative risk transfer solutions for clients. 
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Complex and volatile market 
conditions put pressure on 
the technology tools available 

to hedge fund managers, especially 
in the front and middle office. Remote 
work has heightened cybersecu-
rity and risk management concerns. 
Additionally, a challenging fundraising 
environment and complex investor 
demands drive the need for tech-
nology partners to provide a secure 
and robust infrastructure. Technology 
vendors like SS&C are rising to the 
challenge.

“Investors are looking at operational risk and potential 
liabilities as much as investment risk. To successfully raise 
capital in today’s environment, hedge funds need to val-
idate their vendor’s security and risk programmes,” says 
Justin Sycamore, Director of Sales, EMEA, SS&C Eze. “By 
partnering with trusted and proven vendors, fund managers 
ensure potential breach risks are minimised and managed.” 

SS&C has been investing in robust risk management 
tools to help fund managers navigate the environment. 
Additionally, SS&C has responded to demand for accessi-
bility and speed with its cloud-native platform Eze Eclipse 
and its mobile app. “We’ve introduced a brand-new mobile 
app powered by Eze Eclipse to empower fund manag-
ers to conduct critical investment operations on-the-go,” 
Sycamore notes. “The app launched late last year and we 
already have nearly 50 firms using it. Feedback has been 
tremendous.”

“We’re proud of how quickly we’ve been able to respond 
to recent market changes in EMEA and globally,” says 
Sycamore. “Throughout 2020, we’ve helped clients suc-
cessfully transition to remote operations, implement new 
investment strategies, and launch new funds. All while 
enhancing our products and building out more flexible fea-
tures to simplify daily workflows. “

As the industry continues to learn how to 
adapt to virtual operational due diligence and 
fundraising, hedge funds should consider using tech-
nology as a way to differentiate themselves in an 
increasingly competitive market. “We’re likely to continue 

to see investor demands for greater 
transparency, robust risk con-
trols, and sustainable investing drive a 
need for more sophisticated technol-
ogy requirements. ESG investing is 
here to stay and hedge fund managers 
need to consider whether their tech-
nology is equipped to navigate more 
complex ESG mandates and the 
demand for visibility and transpar-
ency,” Sycamore anticipates. 

SS&C has focused on improving 
those capabilities within Eze Eclipse 
this year, focusing on robust model-

ling and easy-to-use analytics tools. Additionally, Eze has 
focused on improving operational efficiency for its clients. 
“Having the right partner who can provide a scalable solu-
tion along with expert-provided managed services can help 
expand the footprint of human capital for a fund.” 

Being part of SS&C Technologies gives SS&C Eze 
access to expertise, tools and services across a broad 
range of financial services, so clients can get solutions to 
address their unique needs. For hedge funds, SS&C offers 
a broad range of administration, regulatory, tax, investor, 
transfer agency and risk services. 

“Our mission has always been to deliver a cohesive 
front-to-back investment experience. Rising costs, fee 
compression, and downward revenue pressure is put-
ting greater emphasis on workflow efficiency,” Sycamore 
explains. “The effort to simplify those workflows includes 
improving existing integrations with SS&C’s products and 
finding new opportunities to bundle together services and 
solutions to provide more value.” n

Technology adapting 
under pressure

SS&C Eze: Best Cloud Based Technology & Best Portfolio Management Software

S S & C  |  E Z E

Justin Sycamore
Director of Sales, EMEA, SS&C Eze

Justin Sycamore oversees sales for SS&C Eze in the EMEA 
region. He joined the company in 2018 from Algomi, where he 
was the global head of buy-side sales. Justin began his career in 
fintech over 20 years ago and has held senior roles for several 
buy-side technology vendors ranging from start-ups to well-
established firms. Previously, he built his own software company 
which he sold to HarperCollins Publishers in 2016 after growing 
the client base to over 1,200 institutions globally.
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I nstitutional investors are trad-
ing electronically more than ever 
before as they fully grasp the ben-

efits of this fast, efficient and stable 
way of accessing liquidity. This bodes 
well for the outlook on further elec-
tronification in the hedge fund arena.

“Even though this trend was evident 
before, it truly accelerated last year. 
The proof is the record volume we 
saw across our rates, credit, money 
market and equity marketplaces. 
We traded nearly USD 838 billion on 
average every day in 2020, and over 
a trillion in January and February this 
year,” says Bhas Nalabothula, head of 
European institutional rates at Tradeweb.

One of the advantages of electronic trading is that every 
step is recorded and therefore it’s easy to prove best 
execution. In addition, the space is home to innovation 
such as portfolio trading. Nalabothula comments: “When 
market conditions were highly volatile last March, credit 
traders turned to electronic portfolio trading as a way to 
increase their certainty of execution, and transfer risk 
quickly and effectively. We’ve already seen over USD 
227 billion in portfolio trades since we first launched the 
solution in January 2019, and client feedback has been 
really positive.”

Tradeweb sees significant potential for more electronifi-
cation in the hedge fund industry. “The disruption caused 
by the pandemic and the subsequent shift to remote work-
ing has further highlighted the benefits of robust, resilient 
and efficient digital markets. 

“We believe hedge funds will look at technological 
innovation and the use of data as a means of improving 
their infrastructure to be better prepared for future market 
extremes. We have worked closely with firms from across 
the hedge fund community to solve for a multitude of trad-
ing needs for different strategies including macro, relative 
value, and systematic,” Nalabothula outlines. 

The firm’s hedge fund clients are among the most 
ardent adopters of its rules-based Automated Intelligent 
Execution (AiEX) tool, particularly in swaps. They have 

provided Tradeweb with invaluable 
feedback over the years, which has 
allowed the firm to evolve AiEX into 
a solution that helps trading desks 
react to market conditions with greater 
speed of execution and capitalise on 
strategic trading opportunities.

Nalabothula explains Tradeweb 
builds all its new products and 
tools together with its global client 
network of more than 2,500 institu-
tions: “Everything is tailored to their 
exact requirements, and there is cur-
rently demand for more choice and 
flexibility in trading protocols and 
counterparties. For instance, clients 

are increasingly adopting our Request-for-Market protocol, 
not just in swaps but also in government bond trading. Not 
disclosing their direction, helps them prevent information 
leakage, which is particularly important when executing in 
larger size.”

Looking ahead, Nalabothula anticipates this could be 
another transformative year for electronic trading: “We’re 
focusing our efforts on digitising parts of the market that 
remain largely manual. Specifically for interest rate deriv-
atives, we just executed the first ever fully automated 
end-to-end EUR swaps versus Eurex Bund futures trade. 
This follows the market’s first electronic execution of 
SONIA swaps against Gilt futures on Tradeweb last year.” n

Collaborative innovation 
drives trading growth

Tradeweb: Best Trading & Execution Platform

T R A D E W E B

Bhas Nalabothula
Head of European Institutional Rates, Tradeweb

Bhas Nalabothula is head of European Institutional Rates at 
Tradeweb, overseeing product management for European 
government bonds and European rates derivatives. Bhas joined 
Tradeweb in 2013 to help develop the interest rate swaps 
business for the firm’s Swap Execution Facility. Since then, he’s 
been working closely with buy-side clients and liquidity providers 
to develop electronic trading protocols and workflow solutions. In 
2018, Bhas relocated to Europe to lead the Tradeweb effort in the 
European interest rate swaps market. Prior to joining Tradeweb, 
he was a member of the US Interest Rate sales team at Citigroup, 
where he covered institutional derivatives clients. Bhas holds 
a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science from Carnegie 
Mellon University.
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I N V E S T C O R P - TAG E S

I nvestcorp-Tages anticipates increased investor 
demand for alpha generation and portfolio diversifi-
cation. Investcorp-Tages was created in May 2020 as 

a joint venture between two major players in the alterna-
tives space, Investcorp and Tages. It brought together, 
in a single entity, the absolute return businesses of both 
firms, including their industry-leading seeding platforms. 
The global reach and strength of the combined seeding 
capabilities of Investcorp-Tages can be demonstrated by 
the fact that the firm won both Best Seeding Platform in the 
Hedgeweek European Awards 2021, and the same award 
in the Hedgeweek US Awards 2020. 

Via the combination of Investcorp and Tages, the joint 
venture has been active in seeding since 2004 and has 
invested over USD2 billion in capital across more than 40 
managers in that time. Across 10 live transactions, seeded 
managers currently manage over USD8 billion in capital. The 
joint venture has been actively deploying seed capital since 
launch, having closed 3 transactions over the past 9 months. 

The challenges of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 
created enormous dislocations in the industry, but Investcorp-
Tages weathered these storms successfully, adding over 
USD1 billion in new assets. According to Salvatore Cordaro, 
who is co-CEO of Investcorp-Tages along with Lionel Erdely, 
one consequence of 2020 is that investors are going to be 
more demanding in terms of alpha generation: “We will see 
investors differentiating between firms and funds which nav-
igated 2020 successfully and those that didn’t. Robust and 
consistent alpha will be valued and rewarded, which should 
benefit emerging managers.”

The growing need for customisation will also play to 
the strengths of firms like Investcorp-Tages with a broad 
and deep range of expertise in the alternatives space. 
“Investors are increasingly including diversification in their 
allocation criteria and also have a growing need for flex-
ibility. They also want to leverage attractive investment 
opportunities in areas such as seeding, early-stage invest-
ing, co-investment and drawdown funds,” outlines Cordaro. 
He also highlights the focus on ESG and impact investing, 
an area where Investcorp-Tages has been an early leader.

Over the course of the year, the firm successfully 
completed the integration of the Investcorp and Tages 
investment platforms. Cordaro comments: “The strategic 
partnership dimension has become paramount to our cli-
ents given increased level of customisation needed to meet 
clients’ investment objectives. 

“We have developed a robust, broad and flexible invest-
ment infrastructure that enables us to address the specific 

needs of our clients, who are operating in a context of 
additional regulatory, reputational and liability driven con-
straints. For example, insurers will need to increase their 
exposure to alternative strategies. They can only do that 
with solutions which are optimised not only across the 
traditional risk/return/diversification dimension, but which 
also take into account solvency cost and requirements, as 
well as ESG and sustainability criteria.”

In the past year, the firm has experienced steady and 
diversified growth across its main areas of expertise. “Our 
focus on absolute return and high alpha strategies has 
been relevant in the demanding environment we have been 
navigating. We have also extended our asset allocation 
framework and fund due diligence capabilities to the pri-
vate debt sector as well as impact investing.”

The teams focus reflects the changing investment 
landscape: “In a context of tight risk premia across the 
board for traditional assets and the 60/40 model being 
increasingly challenged; it is paramount for investors to 
find investment opportunities offering optimal return/diver-
sification properties.”

For example, in October 2020, the firm launched a system-
atic short-term UCITS fund with Eckhardt Trading Company 
(ETC). The fund had USD115 million in AUM and was the 
largest alternative UCITS launch in 2020. Commenting on 
the launch, Cordaro said: “Investcorp-Tages is committed to 
addressing our clients’ evolving needs by providing access 
to differentiated, best-in-class managers that offer innovative, 
diversified solutions. This unique systematic trading solution 
will provide our clients with an important diversification tool 
in today’s environment while leveraging periods of market 
volatility to generate alpha.”

Going forward, Cordaro is confident that the industry can 
expect increased appetite for customised solutions and 
robust emerging managers who have the ability to source 
consistent alpha generating assets and help investors 
diversify their portfolios, and confident that Investcorp-
Tages is well-positioned to benefit from these trends and 
to continue its dynamic growth. n

Robust and consistent alpha
Investcorp-Tages: Best Seeding Platform

Salvatore Cordaro
Co-CEO & CIO, Tages Capital LLP

Prior to founding Tages Group in 2010, Salvatore was the former 
Head of Portfolio Management within Alpha Strategies at Credit 
Suisse. While at Credit Suisse, he also served as Deputy Head 
of Alpha Strategies, Head of Manager Selection and Strategy 
Analysis in the Alternative Investments and Mutual Funds Team, 
and Deputy Head of Hedge Fund Research and Selection in 
Alpha Strategies. 
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B C S  G L O B A L  M A R K E T S

The prime brokerage landscape has seen signifi-
cant changes over last couple of years, making it 
somewhat more difficult for funds to source the right 

prime partner. Without them realising, it is costing man-
agers substantially through poor capital and operational 
efficiency. BCS Global Markets has established itself as a 
Boutique Prime within the equities space and has recently 
won Best Boutique Prime Broker in this year’s Hedgeweek 
Awards.

Having the right partner is more important than ever. 
Emerging to medium sized hedge funds have not been 
given enough thought by some brokers. Being unable to 
meet what could proportionally be high brokerage fees for 
the fund has resulted in managers relying on online trading 
platforms, many of which were historically built for retail 
clients. BCS GM has filled this void in the market. 

“The market needs a combination of automated, technol-
ogy-driven products which provide the efficiency to service 
a broad range of clients of various sizes. They need to 
do this while maintaining the service component and with 
it, the flexibility to align that product with individual client 
needs,” underscores Tim Bevan, CEO and Global Head of 
Prime at BCS Global Markets.

As the fund grows, it becomes more important to have 
a reliable and trusted prime broker that can support them 
throughout all stages. At BCS Global Markets, we look at 
the longer term picture by not imposing hurdles through 
fees for clients. 

“Being able to adapt quickly to changing environments 
meant we maintained our second-to-none level of client 
service and direct trading support. While we pride our-
selves on our technology-led solutions and being a fintech 
Prime Broker, we whole-heartedly believe in the value of 
strong working relationships and the importance of fully 
understanding clients’ needs and adapting accordingly,” 
says Bevan.

Additionally, BCS Global Markets is one of a few bou-
tique primes which can offer full Cap Intro services. The 
firm has focused on building relationships with allocators 
that seed or specialise in smaller funds. 

Product flexibility is a critical aspect of BCS Global 
Markets’ offer. “This was one of the key concepts in the 
building of our business,” Bevan comments, “We believe 
that building a business on a platform that retains flexibility 
is absolutely fundamental to sustainable success in the 
prime space.” 

Further success in this arena relies on a firm’s agility 
and ability to roll out new products efficiently. BCS Global 
Markets’ has the framework to do so.

In the first quarter of 2021, the BCS Global Markets 
professionals have seen fund managers performing well, 
those include Quant, Market Neutral and Long/Short strat-
egies. They believe these funds are tipped for large inflows 
once travel restrictions are lifted. 

“Lastly and more than anything, we just want to get out 
there and meet people” outlines Bevan. n

The importance of 
boutique prime brokers

BCS Global Markets: Best Boutique Prime Broker
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Flexible working is likely to be part of 
the “new normal” as the past year 
demonstrated the power of the cloud 

and the benefits enjoyed by firms with a 
robust digital platform. As managers sig-
nificantly increased their use of unified 
communications and collaboration tools, 
service providers are seeking to better meet 
their needs in this regard.

“As clients embrace flexible work poli-
cies, they will be seen supporting an element of dispersed 
working forever more,” comments Tom Woollard, managing 
partner and head of Europe at Edge Technology Group, 
“We are therefore launching a new communications line 
of business, specifically aimed at aiding and enhancing 
those efforts.”

The firm will now be selling customer connectivity, such 
as point-to-point circuits, internet circuits, home business 
broadband and Wi-Fi solutions. In due course, this suite 
will also include 5G business solutions for office and home, 
in addition to Hosted Telephony with Cloud Integration for 
common conferencing, messaging, and collaboration tech-
nologies such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams. 

Woollard elaborates: “Bringing the provisioning and 
resale of such components in-house will enable us to take 
complete front-to-back control of a customer’s IT, connec-
tivity, and telephony cloud, and manage the integration of 
all components. This will allow us to meet the requirements 
of our customers further, providing the highest levels of ser-
vice, while supporting our own business growth objectives 
through a new dedicated offering. Along with our existing 
CloudSuite, CyberSuite, and SupportSuite services, a new 
collaboration Suite will be launched in Q2 of 2021.”

More broadly, Woollard notes: “We have seen greater 
acceleration and adoption of digital platforms that support 
dynamic, distributed, and dispersed working. The cloud 
and other digital technologies have enabled our busi-
ness and others to adapt the way that we manage staff. 
Through enhanced collaboration tools, we can support the 
dispersed manner in which we now work, without losing 
any productivity and or performance.”

In a context where hedge funds are delivering perfor-
mance superior to that of any other asset class, Woollard 

expects these strategies to remain prominent 
as investors review portfolios: “Hedge funds 
proved themselves to be highly adaptable 
and resilient in the face of massive disrup-
tion. Operating models are likely to continue 
a broad re-evaluation to ensure core pro-
cess, cost structures, and hybrid working 
environments, continue to deliver results with 
high levels of operational efficiency.”

He observes that although the industry 
fared well throughout the pandemic, the expectations of 
institutional third parties, decision-makers and staff have 
changed significantly. To meet these demands, managers 
must be rigorous in their approach to cloud adoption.

“The cloud’s biggest strength is its pure scale and 
its significant feature set that can provide endless SaaS 
options at no extra charge. However, this is also its single 
biggest risk. If a cloud is not properly managed and or 
secured, it could leave a business extremely exposed to a 
significantly increased threat landscape,” Woollard outlines.

Going forward, technology is expected to continue 
playing a key role, which means many firms will likely 
include the use of alternative data and artificial intelligence 
in their business’s decision-making process. Further, 
Woollard anticipates an accelerated bias toward ESG and 
responsible investment strategies while the move away 
from manager-led products to investor tailored solutions 
continues. n

Accelerated use of 
collaboration tools
Edge Technology Group: Best Cloud Services Provider

E D G E  T E C H N O L O G Y  G RO U P

Tom Woollard
Managing Director & Head of Europe

Tom Woollard is Managing Director and Head of Europe, and 
was responsible for launching the UK operation in 2011. Tom has 
seen the regional operation extend throughout continental Europe, 
and is responsible for the firm’s day to day operations, business 
development, and growth strategy. With over 17 years experience 
at senior management level within the Finance Sector, Tom was 
providing technology services at the CTO level to the Hedge Fund 
and Alternative Investment industry prior to leading the regional 
group efforts. With a unique blend of business acumen, industry 
specific knowledge, and hands on systematic approach, Tom 
has successfully extended the Edge Technology Group brand to 
the UK and Europe, establishing Edge Technology Group as the 
premier provider in the community, and extending a single entity 
mind-set and work ethos to each and every client.
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I t’s a very exciting time to be working in the field of ESG. 
The industry has recently experienced a sea change in 
sentiment and it is now accepted that having a risk-fo-

cused approach and looking beyond company disclosures 
are key elements of ESG investing.

“Risk management is in our DNA. It may only be one 
part of ESG, but it is an essential part. This has been our 
approach since the beginning – and we believe it’s the 
best way to generate meaningful, actionable ESG signals,” 
Alexandra Mihailescu Cichon, Executive Vice President 
Sales and Marketing at RepRisk says.

There is an increasing importance being placed on 
transparency by asset owners, asset managers, and reg-
ulators. RepRisk prides itself on being ahead of the curve 
on this critical issue: “Our clients and partners have always 
been able to dig into how we identify and analyse risks and 
how we build our risk metrics. The market is asking for this 
now and turning away from black-box methodologies and 
reverse-engineered datasets,” notes Cichon. 

The RepRisk dataset is built using a rules-based, con-
sistent methodology. It is generated point-in-time, with daily 
granularity and close to 15 years of data history. Cichon 
observes: “It’s like a match made in heaven for quant-fo-
cused investors like hedge funds who need consistent, 
comparable data with granularity and a long time series.”

As a firm, RepRisk’s outlook for hedge funds is that 
there will be further inroads made for ESG throughout the 
industry, and ultimately ESG will be an integral part of it. 
In Cichon’s view: “As that develops, we anticipate hedge 
funds will have to adapt their strategies to ESG – not the 
other way around. Using ESG signals as input for portfolio 
monitoring and optimisation will be essential.”

RepRisk’s ESG risk signals are based on what the world 
says about a company – not what a company says about 
itself. They are therefore a reliable predictor of reputational 
changes which have the potential to become financially 
material. Innovation is top of mind within the firm and in 
this context, RepRisk is looking at adding new datasets to 
its system. Cichon details: “We’re focused on geospatial 
ESG risk data which we started working on in 2019. This 
will be done by mapping the coordinates of mining and 
O&G infrastructure projects in our database to their respec-
tive GPS locations. 

“Then we can overlay geospatial data on environmen-
tally sensitive areas. This will enable to see if a mine is 
located on or near a designed protected area or a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, for example. In addition, because we 
have data on both projects and companies, we can link 
that mine back to the companies which own or operate 
it. Once we have that rolled out, we are also looking at 
adding things like remote sensing data.”

In further testament to its dedication to improve, the firm 
is currently adding three more languages to its platform 
and will continue to map additional frameworks on top of 
SASB and SDGs and grow the breadth of features on its 
ESG Risk Platform. 

Through its service, RepRisk data can 
support hedge funds in both generating 
alpha and reducing risks – doing good 
while doing well. n

A risk-focused ESG 
approach is critical

RepRisk: Best ESG Solution Provider
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Alexandra Mihailescu Cichon
Executive Vice President, Sales & Marketing, RepRisk

Alexandra Mihailescu Cichon joined RepRisk in 2013 and is 
the Executive Vice President of Sales and Marketing. Over her 
tenure, she has established and led RepRisk’s globally distributed 
Sales, Partnerships, Client Relationship Management, Sales 
Operations, and Marketing & Communications teams. Before 
joining RepRisk, Alexandra worked on the Global Sustainability 
Affairs team at Credit Suisse, focusing on environmental 
and social risk management, green business opportunities, 
corporate responsibility reporting, and employee engagement. 
Alexandra holds a Master’s in Business Administration (MBA) 
from the University of St Gallen (HSG), in Switzerland, with an 
exchange semester at the HEC Paris (École des hautes études 
commerciales de Paris), in France.
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As the global asset and fund 
management markets grow, 
so do their operational 

challenges.
Increasing transaction volume, 

product proliferation, and complex 
investment strategies put a strain 
on in-house resources. Firms can 
get bogged down in the details of 
mundane but essential activities, 
like ensuring data accuracy, daily 
reconciliation, closing periods, internal 
reporting, and accurate investor 
accounting.

There has been a growing demand 
for managed services from fund 
managers looking for solutions to alleviate and delegate 
these burden of ownership. “We have witnessed a 
significant increase in clients asking for our assistance 
concerning managed services, be that from a technical 
perspective, hosting the infrastructure, and increasingly 
from an operational standpoint,” observes Ben Goderski, 
Regional Sales and Relationship Manager, SS&C Advent.

SS&C’s Geneva covers the full spectrum of an 
investment management business, offering front office 
decision support and portfolio management, middle-office 
automation through trade capture and reconciliation, full 
portfolio, fund, investor accounting, and reporting. The 
solution is designed to support complex global investment 
strategies and has more than 300 firms worldwide 
relying on it.

Goderski expects this part of the business to continue 
growing in 2021 and the firm aims to expand on its offering. 
“We want to make it easier for clients to access and report 
on data. We have also enhanced our closed-end fund 
functionality to support further the appetite for managers to 
invest in private equity and other alternative asset classes.”

As economies worldwide are starting to re-open 
following Covid-related lockdowns, hedge fund managers 

are looking for ways to diversify their 
portfolios. “They are exploring ways 
to make the most of the opportunities 
available. We are seeing clients 
considering investments in more 
complex derivatives, structured 
products, loans and private equity,” 
Goderski notes.

The broader scope of investment 
leads to a greater need for complex 
accounting solutions and has 
reinforced SS&C’s position and ability 
to help its clients. “SS&C has a long 
track record of success supporting 
these complex investments. 
Geneva already supports a range of 

instruments such as private equity and closed-end funds. 
We’re also expanding it to make more investment types 
available. Our solution is constantly evolving and we 
always make sure new instruments and functionalities 
are included.”

Significant enhancements have also been delivered to 
ensure Geneva can support the transition from LIBOR to 
SOFR. “Since this change will have such a considerable 
impact on so many different asset classes, preparing for 
LIBOR cessation has been a critical project. We believe our 
systems and managed services are ready to best support 
our client base for the challenges ahead,” concludes 
Goderski. n

Managers seek out 
managed services for 

additional support
SS&C Advent: Best Managed Accounts Technology Provider
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Ben Goderski
Senior Sales & Relationship Manager, SS&C Advent

Ben Goderski currently holds the position of Regional Sales 
& Relationship Manager at SS&C Advent, a global provider of 
Solutions and Services across the financial services industry. 
Ben has spent over 20 years in the fintech sector supporting a 
wide variety of clients including hedge funds, wealth managers 
and service providers. Throughout his career, Ben has developed 
an extensive knowledge of the changes and challenges the 
investment market faces.
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Managing a brand and its 
reputation in a digital world, 
which moves at speed, 

means hedge funds are deploy-
ing a more sophisticated marketing 
approach. They’re having to consider 
the implications of an environment in 
which information is more transparent 
and where stakeholders respond in a 
different way.

“We’ve seen funds of all shapes 
and sizes double down on commu-
nications and marketing, as they 
realised they couldn’t get the job 
done without having these elements 
in place,” comments Jennifer Prosek, 
founder and managing partner of 
Prosek Partners. “This has focused 
the attention of many clients on why reputation is a bottom 
line asset.”

She notes there has been a subset of alternative man-
agers who embraced sophisticated marketing strategies 
to help drive business objectives, particularly in a virtual 
world. Hit hard by the market volatility of 2020, these man-
agers required help managing business critical issues like 
performance challenges, personnel changes, and portfolio 
company special situations. 

Although the virtual shift has created new challenges 
for the industry, within Prosek it has been a positive driving 
force. “The firm has flourished in truly coming together. 
Our integrated model and transatlantic offering has always 
been a big differentiator, but Prosekians on both sides of 
the pond continue to say how much closer we’ve become, 
and this has been a real positive for our teams and our 
firm,” Prosek says.

Outlining firms which are set on a path to success, 
Prosek comments: “ESG and sustainability will continue to 
become business-critical and the hedge fund industry is 
not immune to the need to address D&I and build strate-
gies that recruit, retain, and incentivise talent. 

“Firms thinking about strategies and programmes that 
speak to their stakeholders, and brands which stand for 

something and build diverse organisa-
tions to attract investors and the next 
generation of leadership will be the 
future winners.”

Prosek Partners’ long-term strat-
egy remains unchanged. The firm 
predicted the “emerging market of 
marketing” and built a business 
uniquely suited to serve it. Prosek 
details: “We’ll continue to adapt and 
refine our offering to make sure that 
we have the team, products and solu-
tions that really distinguish our firm 
and answer our clients’ needs. 

“We have a deep network in alterna-
tives and are seeing increased interest 
in broader marketing, creative and dig-
ital strategies from these clients. We’ll 

continue to build this, as well as develop our special situa-
tions practice. Being able to deliver this on across borders 
is something that funds require more and more.”

Prosek predicts the hedge fund industry will continue to 
be a strong sector for the firm in the upcoming year. She 
adds: “However, firms will continue to need a great deal of 
help in the areas of fundraising, performance management, 
digital, ESG and D&I. The virtual world isn’t going away 
anytime soon, so building the right muscle to show up 
well on online platforms will be as key to doing business 
successfully as it is in person.” n

Marketing implications 
of a digital world
Prosek Partners: Best PR & Communications Firm
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Jennifer Prosek
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Jennifer Prosek is the founder and Managing Partner of Prosek 
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communications consultancy with offices in New York, London, 
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the top financial communications consultancies in the US and 
UK. Prosek Partners was named among Forbes’ America’s Best 
PR Agencies in 2021, has been listed as an Inc. 5000 Fastest 
Growing Company for nine years running, and is ranked among 
the Top 25 firms in New York Observer’s PR Power List. Jennifer 
was also listed personally among Insider’s list of top financial 
communicators in the United States. 
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Cybersecurity continues to top the list of challenges 
the hedge fund industry is facing and the key to 
tackling it is being prepared and ready to react. 

Transparent and frequent communication is also more 
important than ever.

“Preparing for and even just being able to identify an 
indicator of compromise (IOC) is a question of data,” 
explains Stephen Morrow, chief operating officer, Options 
Technology, “typically, this involves the generation, han-
dling, parsing and manipulation of vast amounts of data. 
The right tools, automation and AI are critical to carry this 
out. Being able to and knowing how to react to an IOC 
requires a great team with the right experience. It’s the 
application of knowledge and wisdom.”

Over the course of the past year, Options focused on 
three areas in which it has seen significant changes in 
activity, demand or technology change. The first of these 
is cybersecurity. Morrow outlines: “Activity has increased 
dramatically, and we have brought a new range of products 
and services to market to address this.”

The second area of focus has been co-location, as 
Options also noted the continued demand and added 
a raft of new markets and locations in this space. The 
firm’s managed co-location services include the delivery 
of direct market data and order entry, co-located servers, 
bespoke networks, time services, and client and counter-
party connectivity. 

The third key focus area for Options has been mul-
ti-cloud, “Multi-cloud is also helping many of our clients to 
see actual value from the cloud. In view of this we have 
been able to provide them with a more deterministic pric-
ing, performance and operational model to wrap around 
cloud deployments,” Morrow comments.

Communication has been the lynchpin of the Options 
strategy to deploy its expertise and support clients. Morrow 
elaborates: “We have worked harder than ever on our com-
munications outreach; especially using it to be transparent 
with our team and clients. 

“Through 12 months of uncertainty, we made and com-
municated decisions and rationale through frequent internal 
blogs and video calls. This became embedded within our 
culture and we decided to publish these blogs on our public 
site and take every chance to speak with clients via video.”

Morrow is confident this interaction will serve Options 
well: “As long as we keep talking to each other and to 
our clients, we will remain aligned and build on the firm’s 
growth year on year.”

The upheaval resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic 
brought Options together in new ways. The firm raised 
over GBP250,000 via its Robin Hood Project, collectively 
ran around the world and discovered the joys of socially-
distanced hikes.

Moving ahead, some may be looking forward to return-
ing to the old normal and back to office locations while 
others are embracing change, introducing a mix of office 
and home working. “This will require greater reliance on 
productivity and collaboration tools. Whichever path our 
clients choose, we will be there, helping them reach their 
objectives,” Morrow concludes. n

Communication is 
key to growth
Options: Best Managed Services Provider
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Chief Operating Officer, Options

Stephen Morrow is Options’ COO and is responsible for 
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operations. Stephen was previously Vice President of the 
Exchange Solutions division at NYSE Technologies, NYSE 
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Director of Exchange Solutions at Wombat Financial Software.
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regulated entity in the UK.

www.bcsgm.com

Arcesium is a global financial technology and professional services firm, delivering solutions to 
some of the world’s most sophisticated financial institutions, including hedge funds, banks, and 
institutional asset managers. Expertly designed to achieve a single source of truth throughout a 
client’s ecosystem, Arcesium’s cloud-native technology is built to systematise the most complex 
tasks. Building on a platform developed and tested by investment and technology development 
firm, the DE Shaw group, Arcesium launched as an independent company in 2015. Arcesium 
received additional equity backing from a second seed client, Blackstone Alternative Asset 
Management, the world’s largest discretionary allocator to hedge funds. In January 2020, JP 
Morgan made a strategic investment in the company.
Arcesium supports more than USD418 billion in assets with a staff of over 1,200 software 
engineering, accounting, operations, and treasury professionals.
Contact: Chris Barrow | chris.barrow@arcesium.comwww.arcesium.com

ARAVIS CAPITAL
Aravis Capital is an award-winning, independent and privately-owned leading fund marketing 
business. Representing a small number of owner-managed, boutique fund managers, Aravis 
introduces investors to high quality investment opportunities. Through these meaningful and 
enduring connections with both fund managers and investors, Aravis has raised over USD8 billion 
since 2010.

Contact: James Alexander | james.alexander@aravis-capital.com | +44 (0)20 3813 3110www.aravis-capital.com

ALTERNATIVESOFT
AlternativeSoft is an award-winning quantitative analytics software specialising in asset selection, 
portfolio construction, funds’ due diligence exchange and customised reporting.

Contact: James Flaskett | james.f@alternativesoft.com | +44 (0)20 7510 2003
www.alternativesoft.com
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www.investcorptages.com

www.fisglobal.com

www.edgetg.com

www.crestbridge.com

www.cowen.com

Investcorp-Tages is a global multi-manager investment firm with offices based in London, New 
York and Milan. As a leading global multi-manager investment firm, Investcorp/Tages product 
portfolio includes: multi-manager portfolios across hedge fund strategies, private debt and impact 
investments, seeding and acceleration partnerships, thematic special opportunity portfolios, risk-
premia and cross-asset strategies, and alternative UCITS.

Investcorp and Tages Group entered into a 50/50 partnership in May 2020 by merging Investcorp’s 
Absolute Return Investments (ARI) business and Tages Capital LLP, the absolute return and 
multi-manager solutions subsidiary of Tages Group, to form Investcorp-Tages. The partnership 
brings together Tages Capital LLP and Investcorp ARI’s investment expertise and complementary 
footprints in seeking to create a global absolute return platform.

Contact: Saul Benjamin | saul.benjamin@investcorptages.com | +44 (0)20 3036 6051

FIS
FIS is at the heart of the commerce and financial transactions that power the world’s economy. 
We are passionate about helping businesses and communities thrive by advancing the way 
the world pays, banks and invests, serving more than 20,000 clients and more than one million 
merchant locations in over 130 countries. For more information about FIS, visit our website.

Contact: getinfo@fisglobal.com | +1 877 776 3706  | +44 2(0)0 8081 3840  | +63 2 8802 6299

EDGE TECHNOLOGY GROUP
Edge Technology Group is a sector-focused consultancy, exclusively representing alternative 
investment managers globally. Edge offers fully managed IT services and complete cloud 
solutions. The company delivers immediate, flexible and proprietary solutions that satisfy the 
needs of Hedge Funds, Private Equity Firms, Family Offices and Asset Managers worldwide. Edge 
has 8 locations across Asia Pacific, Europe and the US, including Singapore, Hong Kong, Sydney, 
London, New York, San Francisco, Austin and Greenwich, CT.

To learn more about Edge Technology Group, contact info@edgetg.com or visit www.edgetg.com

Contact: Tom Woollard | twoollard@edgetg.co.uk | +44 (0)20 3535 7810

CRESTBRIDGE
Crestbridge is a leading provider of management company services to UCITS and Alternative 
Investment Funds and its ‘SuperManCo’ was one of the first to be granted AIFM licensing in 2014. 

With significant experience in the Luxembourg marketplace and its fund management and 
professional services industries, our professional team is well-placed to provide fund services, 
governance and substance solutions to a wide range of fund structures and strategies. Our 
expertise and knowledge spans multiple jurisdictions and assets classes including private equity, 
real estate, infrastructure, debt and liquid assets.

In addition, our specialist management company solutions offer a comprehensive ManCo service 
that also includes independent risk management and oversight support.

COWEN INC
Cowen Inc. (“Cowen” or the “Company”) is a diversified financial services firm offering investment 
banking services, equity and credit research, sales and trading, prime brokerage, global clearing, 
commission management services and actively managed alternative investment products. Cowen 
focuses on delivering value-added capabilities to our clients in order to help them outperform. 
Founded in 1918, the Company is headquartered in New York and has offices worldwide. 

Contact: Jack Seibald | jack.seibald@cowen.com | +1 516 746 5718
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www.prosek.com

®

www.options-it.com

www.onetenassociates.com

www.lockton.com

www.linedata.com

Prosek Partners is among the largest independent communications and marketing firms in the US 
and one of the few domestic, mid-size firms that offers global capabilities through its London office 
and international network. Specialising in providing a full range of communications solutions to 
financial and professional services companies, the firm delivers an unexpected level of passion, 
creativity and marketing savvy. Prosek Partners’ “Unboxed Communications” approach brings 
breakthrough ideas to every client engagement. Services include digital and traditional media 
relations, financial communications, investor relations, transaction services, crisis communications 
and issues management, digital marketing, design and creative services, content creation, 
publishing, media training and branded entertainment. The firm has been named an Inc. 5000 
Fastest-Growing Company, a “Top Place to Work in PR” by PR News, A New York Observer Power 
PR firm, and a Holmes Report “Best Agency to Work For” and “Agency of the Year.” 

Contact: Tania Cunniffe | tcunniffe@prosek.com | @ProsekPR

We are the No. 1 provider of IT infrastructure to global Capital Markets firms, supporting their 
operations and ecosystems. We provide high-performance managed trading infrastructure and 
cloud-enabled managed services to over 200 firms globally, through an agile, scalable platform in 
an Investment Bank grade Cybersecurity wrapper.

Our clients include leading global investment banks, hedge funds, funds of funds, proprietary 
trading firms, brokers, dealers, private equity houses and exchanges. These clients are supported 
daily, across over 20 countries, in a 24×7 ‘follow the sun’ model; we have someone on hand to 
assist at any hour of the day. With offices in 8 key cities; New York, Toronto, Chicago, London, 
Belfast, Hong Kong, Singapore and New Zealand, we are well placed to service our customers 
both onsite and remotely.

Contact: Page McLaughlin | page.mclaughlin@options-it.com | +44 (0)20 7070 5000

ONE TEN ASSOCIATES
One Ten Associates is a an award winning, specialist fund recruitment firm. The firm has a 
reputation for being the go to firm for the industry when it comes to their non investment needs.

Contact: query@onetenassociates.com | +44 (0)20 3907 4225

Lockton are the world’s largest privately held, independent insurance broker. We draw upon our 
vast experience to tailor appropriate solutions for those in the Hedge Fund community. Located 
in the heart of the City of London with direct access to our Insurer partners, our dedicated team 
combines risk and market expertise to deliver the appropriate solution in both placement and 
service for your particular individual needs. 

We keep pace with your profession, providing innovative solutions which adapt to your industry 
requirements. Our bespoke and unique web portal can provide you with expert advice on the 
latest updates and also provide useful guides specific to the Hedge Fund sector at your fingertips. 
Our Investment Management Insurance protects firms and individuals worldwide. Safeguarding 
your operation from scrutiny, complex regulation and litigation. 

Contact: Richard Ellis | richard.ellis@uk.lockton.com | +44 (0)20 7933 1127

Whether you’re an emerging manager or an established hedge fund, we deliver all your needs on 
a single platform so you can focus on growth, investment alpha, and inspiring clients. Modular 
software streamlines portfolio management and trading; Outsourced risk and middle office 
services scale while controlling costs; Integrated ESG data and scoring supports new regulations 
and differentiates product marketing. Cloud-enabled software, integrated data and analytics, and 
collaborative expertise streamlines your processes and empowers decision-making. Our managed 
data service, new fixed income capabilities, and web-based trading and post-trade modules 
deliver value, so you can reimagine your business and respond nimbly to opportunity. 
We are a global team of 1300 in 20 locations serving over 700 clients. Whatever is on your mind 
today, Linedata’s award-winning service teams are ready to listen and help drive your business 
forward.
Contact: Holly Clifford | holly.clifford@na.linedata.com | +1 617 912 4844
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www.reprisk.com

www.rfa.com

www.sannegroup.com

www.sebgroup.com

www.sentieo.com

SENTIEO
Sentieo is a financial and corporate research platform for executives, investment analysts, and 
researchers that offers them the insights, speed, and confidence they need to make informed 
strategic decisions so they can outperform the market and gain a competitive edge. Serving 
a global customer base of over 900, including 600 institutional investment firms and Fortune 
500 corporations, Sentieo is the first platform to support the complete financial and corporate 
workflow.

Contact: Mark Coriaty | hello@sentieo.com

SEB
SEB is a leading Nordic financial services group with a strong belief that entrepreneurial minds 
and innovative companies are key in creating a better world. SEB takes a long-term perspective 
and supports its customers in good times and bad. SEB is the leading Nordic Prime Broker, having 
serviced Nordic, European and Global hedge funds for more than 30 years. The international 
nature of SEB’s business is reflected in its presence in some 20 countries worldwide. At 31 
December 2020, the Group’s total assets amounted to SEK3,040 billion while its assets under 
management totalled SEK2,106 billion. The Group has around 15,500 employees.

Sanne is a leading global provider of alternative asset and corporate services. Established since 
1988 and listed as a FTSE 250 company on the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange, 
Sanne employs c1,900 professionals worldwide and administers structures and funds that have 
in excess of GBP465 billion assets.

We deliver tailored fiduciary services to a highly valued international client base through a global 
network of offices spread across the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia-Pacific. Clients are 
serviced through regional businesses which are led by global leaders with deep experience in 
alternative asset and corporate services. Each business contains multifunctional and skilled teams 
of professionally qualified people who are aligned to the specific requirements of each client, 
across one accredited platform.

Contact: lets.talk@sannegroup.com | +44 (0)20 3327 9721

RFA is a unique IT, financial cloud and cybersecurity provider to the financial services and 
alternative investment sectors, redefining the future of technology support and managed services. 
Through R&D, DevOps, automation and machine-learning enabled tools, RFA provides clients with 
customised and automated workflows, data management services, operational risk management 
and strategic technology advice and guidance. RFA has been serving its alternative investment 
client base for over 30 years and now works with over 800 clients across 9 global locations. 
Our 24/7 managed Network Operations Centre monitors and protects clients’ data and systems 
using the latest AI and machine learning capabilities, giving clients peace of mind. Fully integrating 
with all public cloud providers, RFA’s on demand, scalable SaaS model creates bespoke working 
solutions around infrastructure, collaboration, cybersecurity and business process solutions for 
clients worldwide.
Contact: sales@rfa.com | +44 (0)20 7093 5000

REPRISK
Founded in 1998 and headquartered in Switzerland, RepRisk is a pioneer in ESG data science that 
leverages the combination of AI and machine learning with human intelligence to systematically 
analyse public information and identify material ESG risks. RepRisk’s flagship product, the RepRisk 
ESG Risk Platform, is the world’s largest and most comprehensive due diligence database on 
ESG and business conduct risks, with expertise in 20 languages and coverage of 165,000+ public 
and private companies and 40,000+ infrastructure projects. For more than a decade, the world’s 
leading financial institutions and corporations have trusted RepRisk for due diligence and risk 
management across their operations, business relationships, and investments.

Contact: Gina Walser | gina.walser@reprisk.com | +41 43 300 5440
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www.advent.com

www.ezesoft.com

www.tradeweb.com

www.waystone.com

WAYSTONE
Waystone is the leading provider of institutional governance, risk and compliance services to the 
asset management industry.

Partnering institutional investors, investment funds and asset managers Waystone builds, supports 
and protects investment structures and strategies worldwide. With over 20 years’ experience and 
a comprehensive range of specialist services to its name, Waystone is now supporting asset 
managers with more than USD1 trillion in AUM.

Waystone provides its clients with the guidance and tools to allow them to focus on managing 
their investment goals with confidence.

Contact: Alison Mitsas | clientsolutions@waystone.com | +353 1 619 2300

TRADEWEB MARKETS
Tradeweb Markets Inc. (Nasdaq: TW) is a leading, global operator of electronic marketplaces for 
rates, credit, equities and money markets. Founded in 1996, Tradeweb provides access to markets, 
data and analytics, electronic trading, straight-through-processing and reporting for more than 
40 products to clients in the institutional, wholesale and retail markets. Advanced technologies 
developed by Tradeweb enhance price discovery, order execution and trade workflows while 
allowing for greater scale and helping to reduce risks in client trading operations. Tradeweb 
serves approximately 2,500 clients in more than 65 countries. On average, Tradeweb facilitated 
more than USD830 billion in notional value traded per day over the past four fiscal quarters.  

Contact: Europe Client Services | europe.clientservices@tradeweb.com | +44 (0)20 7776 3200

SS&C EZE
SS&C Eze, a business unit of SS&C Technologies, is helping 1,900 global asset managers 
transform their investment process to optimise operational and investment alpha and grow their 
business. SS&C Eze delivers cutting-edge cloud, mobile, and on-premise solutions to maximise 
efficiencies across trade order management, execution, compliance, commission management, 
portfolio accounting, and investor accounting. From start-up and emerging funds to the most 
recognised and established institutions, SS&C Eze has provided buy-side firms with innovative 
and award-winning technology solutions backed by unparalleled client service for 25 years.

Contact: SS&C Eze Sales | sales@ezesoft.com | +1 617 316 1000

SS&C ADVENT
SS&C Advent helps over 4,300 investment firms in more than 50 countries—from established 
global institutions to small start-up practices—to grow their businesses, minimise risk, and thrive. 
We have been delivering unparalleled precision and ahead-of-the-curve solutions for more than 
30 years, working together with our clients to help shape the future of investment management. 
Find out how you can take advantage of our industry-leading solutions to support your business 
goals. To learn more about the right solutions and services for you, contact advent@sscinc.com.

Contact: advent@sscinc.com | +44 (0)20 7631 9240
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